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iecretary Kissinger's News Conference of February 12

i(s^ release 64 dated February 12

Secretary Kissinger: I would like to make
liiief statement on Guatemala.

This is my first opportunity to express

uhlicly our government's and my personal

i.vmpathy for the people of Guatemala in the

nparalleled tragedy which has befallen

lem and their country.

Americans have always traditionally re-

Kinded generously in thought and deed to

le needs of the suffering. Reflecting that

unianitarian spirit, our government, joined

y its citizens and charitable organizations,

mounting a major effort to assist the

overnment and people of Guatemala to ease

le suffering caused by the earthquake.

I will visit Guatemala on February 24 in

mnection with my Latin American trip.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the State Department
lokesman has this tveek consistently re-

ised to comment on the reports of the

icrowave bugging of the Embassy in Mos-
iic. Will you now tell us the fact's and what
^tion you have taken to get the Russians to

ase this activity, which has been going on

If years? Also, could you discuss the radia-

0)1 hazard that is involved in this?

Secretary Kissinger: This issue is a mat-

r of great delicacy which has many rami-

:ations. Our overwhelming concern is of

lurse the health and welfare of State De-

utment and other personnel in Moscow.
'e have made unilateral efforts to reduce

ly dangers, and we are also engaged in

scussions on the subject. But I do not be-

eve it would serve these purposes if I

ent into any greater detail.

Q. May I follow it up, please, because

idiation in the minds of many Americans

means radioactivity? Can you rule out that

this is radioactivity?

Secretary Kissinger: I do not know
exactly. These matters have to be related to

accepted health levels, and they have to be

related also to the safety standards over a

period of time. I would not use the word

"radioactivity."

Q. Mr. Secretary, in light of the diplo-

matic and military successes of the Popular

Movement in Angola, is the United States

prepared to follotv the OAU [Organization

of African Unity'] line and recognize the

MPLA [Popular Movement for the Libera-

tioyi of Angola] as the legitimate government

of Angola or at least open diplomatic con-

tacts ivith them?

Secretary Kissinger: The United States

has declared consistently that its objection

was not to the MPLA as an organization nor

to its political views as such. Our objection

has been to the imposition of a minority

government by what is now 12,000 Cuban
troops and nearly 300 million dollars' worth

of Soviet equipment. Since January alone the

Soviet Union has introduced over 100 million

dollars' worth of military equipment into

Angola.

Those facts will not be changed by the

military victory that will inevitably result

when one side is deprived of restraint and

the other is given no opportunity to resist.

What the United States will do when
a de facto situation exists, we will decide

under those circumstances. But I have said

before our objection is to the outside imposi-

tion of a government and not to the African

component of the government itself.
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Q. Mr. Secretary, last year you spoke elo-

quently of the principles that give purpose

to our strength—
Secretary Kissinger: I beg your pardon?

Q. Last year you gave a number of

speeches dealing with the principles that give

purpose to American strength. In your opin-

ion, what are these basic principles of Amer-
ican constitutional democracy, and how do

you conform your official conduct and that

of the State Department to the dictates of

these principles?

Secretary Kissinger: I haven't seen this

gentleman in over a year and a half, and I

think we will go to another question.

Q. Mr. Secretary, if I could ask another

question.

Secretary Kissinger: Certainly.

Q. Specifically, in a government such as

ours, which functions by the consent of the

governed, do you feel that public officials

such as yourself have a duty to fully, cur-

rently, and truthfully iyiform the public, their

employers, so that the consent ivill be in-

formed and not blind?

Secretary Kissinger: What was the last?

Q. —coyiseyit of the governed will be in-

formed consent and not blind consent.

Secretary Kissinger: In a democracy the

government has an obligation to keep the

public informed and to get support by the

existing constitutional processes. In a de-

mocracy also, it is not possible to have
effective government unless there is a mini-

mum of restraint and a minimum of decency

in the public debate so that the essential

element of confidence that must exist if a
society is to get through its difficulties is

preserved.

Developments in SALT Talks

Q. Mr. Secretary, can you tell us ivhat the

status of the SALT talks [Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks'] is, the prospects for your
return to Moscow?

Secretary Kissinger: As we have point<

out, in the SALT talks there were a numb
of propositions made in Moscow, and a nut

ber of proposals were made by the Sovi

Union in reply to the propositions that •,

have advanced. These moved matters fc

ward somewhat.

We are now studying the Soviet reply, ai

we are developing a position to transmit

the Soviet Union within the next week or ;

After we have a Soviet reply, we will

able to judge how close we are to an agn
ment and what the next step should be.

Charges of Business Corruption Abroad

Q. Mr. Secretary, on the question of t

Lockheed reports, could I ask you a thri

part question, please?

What effect do you think these revelati('

will have on both the diplomatic and ci

nomic interests of the United States abroa

Tivo, could you tell us about a letter tl

was published in the Neiv York Times y

terday which says that you supported ph

by Lockheed that the names of officials

whom it had made payoffs, along with i

names of their countries, be kept secret?

And three, could you tell us ivhen the 1

partment first became aware of th

matters?

Secretary Kissinger: I do not have

exact answer to your last question. We •

came aware of these matters some mon ;

ago when we were asked about the fore i

policy implications of some of these revt •

tions. And we pointed out that the impli

tions for the domestic stability and the

mestic situation of other countries could ?

extremely serious.

The impact of these revelations has bi i

serious. On the other hand, we not only J

not condone these actions ; we strongly c

demn them. We think it is an inappropri e

way to conduct business, and we regret v^ /

much that these actions, if they are true, i

fact took place.

Q. Coidd I take you back to part two f

that, sir, as to why you thought not revi
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big the names, that the names be kept secret,

/rrts in the interest of the United States?

Secretary Kissinger: Because the revela-

tion by a congressional committee of the

names of senior officials of other countries

is bound to have serious consequences in

tliose countries. And that is a matter that we
thought the committee should keep in mind.

But I repeat: This has nothing to do with

our approving or condoning the actions that

are revealed in those reports, if they are

true—which I do not know.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on the same point, sir,

does it disturb you at all that an American
ompany was engaging in activities involv-

iifl foreign officials, including in many cases

ightwing officials, that from your statement

,vas apparemtly imknown to U.S. intelligence

officials or the State Department?

Secretary Kissinger: It disturbs me. I

hink it is a matter that should not take

)lace and we must make every effort to

irevent in the future.

Aiddle East Negotiations

Q. Mr. Secretary, what are your future

''lans for any .sort of negotiations regarding

^he Middle East situation, and also can you

onfirm reports of meetings between Israeli

nd Jordanian officials concerning the West
lank?

Secretary Kissinger: I think other gov-

rnments have to confirm or deny meetings

hat they may be having. We are not in-

olved in any such activities.

We have had full and, on the whole, satis-

actory talks with Prime Minister Rabin.

i^e will have some more exchanges with the

5raeli Government, and then we will bring

ack our Ambassadors from the Middle

last, from the Arab countries, for consulta-

!on to discuss what the next move should

e. And we will then convey our best judg-

lent of the various opportunities that are

vailable to all of the parties within the

5urse of the next month.
Mr. Lisagor [Peter Lisagor, Chicago Daily

fews]

.

Angola and African Concerns

Q. Mr. Secretary, a representative of Zaire

lias been here talking to the President and

yourself. Does this Administration plan some
overt course of policy in relation to those

countries that surround Angola?

Secretary Kissinger: With respect to overt

actions as they apply to Angola, I do not

think it has been generally understood—the

difficulty that any overt request would have

from a legal point of view because it would

in effect say that the United States is asking

for funds for some country to intervene in

a civil war in some other country. So that

part of it is a matter of extreme legal and
political difficulty.

The second problem we now face is that,

as a result of this war and of the Cuban
and Soviet intervention, there is grave con-

cern in countries like Zaire and Zambia and

other countries of Africa that this pattern

might be repeated or that the weapons that

have been accumulated there might be used

for purposes beyond the borders of Ango-
la.

We are talking to the Governments of Zaire

and Zambia, and we will be talking to other

governments, to make sure that we under-

stand what they consider their necessities

and to do the best that we can to prevent the

pattern of Angola from setting a precedent

for the rest of Africa. And when I go to

Africa later this year, this is one of the

subjects that I plan to discuss.

Q. Can I follow that up by asking if they

are requesting specific American actions

notv ?

Secretary Kissinger: If they request spe-

cific American action now, we would take

it very seriously and we would of course dis-

cuss it fully with the Congress.

Relations With the Soviet Union

Q. Mr. Secretary, you have gone to quite

a bit of trouble in the last few loeeks to set

forth your vieivs about the kind of debate on

foreign policy that ought to take place in

1976, particularly with reference to the
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Soviet Union. How do you feel, having done

that, about the statements ivhich have re-

cently been made that the only result of de-

tente is advantages to the Soviet Union and

the abiliti/ of the United States to sell some
Pepsi-Colas in Siberia?

Secretary Kissinger: I think that there are

a lot of candidates and they all have a prob-

lem about getting into the headlines. I

cannot spend my time answering every can-

didate making some political charge.

I believe that the Administration has at-

tempted to set forth our overall philosophy,

tied to our interpretation of realities. I be-

lieve that a debate ought to deal with some
other version of reality, with some other

concepts, and not with slogans. And I think

that the relationship between the United

States, the Soviet Union, and the People's

Republic of China is too delicate, too impor-

tant for the peace of the world, to be used for

simply partisan sloganeering.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the president of an out-

fit called Hudson Engineering in New Jersey

claims that he has seen Soviet trawlers using

sonic equipment testing for oil off the Jersey

coast. Mr. Hudson claims to have been in

touch with the State Department and to have
heard from the State Department that the

Soviets have tried to begin talks on this sub-

ject and that such talks are in fact under-

u-ay. Would you respond, please?

Secretary Kissinger: I never heard this,

and I will have to check into it. I have never

heard this argument.

Q. Mr. Secretary, would you comment,
please, on two things—Angola and the Mos-
cow Embassy affair? Do these have a cumu-
lative effect which at least affects the climate

in xvhich the other aspects of detente, such

as SALT, proceed?

Secretary Kissinger: The Moscow Em-
bassy affair, I have tried to point out, is a

matter of great complexity and sensitivity.

Angola, we have stressed since November,
is a pattern of behavior that the United

States will not accept—that if continued it

will have serious consequences for any
possibility of easing of relations with the
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Soviet Union, and if continued, and if it be-

comes a pattern, must affect other relation-

ships.

U.S.-P.R.C. Relations

Q. Mr. Secretary, would you comment on

recent changes in Peking and on ivhat effect

this might have on U.S.-China relations?

Secretary Kissinger: We were not previ-

ously consulted before these changes were

made. Indeed, at the risk of undermining

our reputation for foreseeing things, we
were surprised by the changes.

We believe that the basic foreign policy/

of the People's Republic of China, as well as*

ours, depends on the basic conception of the

national interests of both countries. Those

interests will determine the policies; and

their personalities, in this sense, play a sec-

ondary role. So we expect that the basic

lines of our foreign policy, as the basic lines

of Chinese policy, will continue.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you saw former Presi-

dent Nixon in San Clemente before it wab

announced that he was going to go to Chinai

What do you think of his trip, and what doe^

it mean for American-Chinese relational

What are the Chinese trying to tell us bi

that invitation?

Secretary Kissinger: When I saw Presi

dent Nixon he did not tell me that a tri)

by him to the People's Republic of China wa
imminent. He talked in very general term

of his intentions eventually to take a trif

but not that it was as imminent as it turnei

out to be.

President Nixon was responsible for th

opening to China, and I believe this to hav

been one of the major American diplomat!

initiatives of the recent period. The Chines

are undoubtedly attempting to underline th

importance they attach to this relationship

by their invitation.

This Administration has repeatedly mad
clear that we attach very great slgnificanc

to the relationship with the People's Republi

of China, and therefore we consider anythinj

that symbolizes this to be, on the whol
helpful. On the other hand, President Nixo5

Department of State Bulleti



is going there as a private citizen, and what
the intentions of the Chinese were, beyond

wliat I have stated, is really a matter that

they have not discussed with us.

Q. Mr. Secretary, going back to Angola,

)io)o that the MPLA seems to have ivon a

military rictory, how serious a setback do

ijon think this is for the United States, and
what lessons does this tell the rest of the

ii-orld about the attitudes and divisions in

Washington?

Cuban Forces and Soviet Arms in Angola

Secretai-y Kissinger: The MPLA did not

.score a military victory. Cuba scored a mili-

tary victory, backed by the Soviet Union.

Almost all of the fighting was done by
Cuban forces.

What it should make clear is that we can

conduct foreign policy only as a united peo-

ple, that these victories and setbacks that I

am being asked about are not victories and
setbacks for the Administration, they are

setbacks for the United States—and not so

much for the United States as for those who
have to make the decision what to do in

]

similar circumstances when similar pressures

appear again.

It cannot be in the interest of the United

States to establish the principle that Soviet

arms and Cuban expeditionary forces can

appear in situations of turmoil. As we look

around the world at areas of potential con-

flict, it cannot be in the interest of the United
States to create the impression that, in times

3f crisis, either threats or promises of the

United States may not mean anything be-

:ause our divisions may paralyze us.

So, leaving aside the merit of the particu-

lar argument as between one branch or the

3ther, the absolute requirement of the

United States is to come together on a unified

position, and this cannot wait for our elec-

toral process to work itself out.

Q. Following up on that, Mr. Secretary,

^here is a catchphrase that has been kicking

iround the hemisphere for about 12 years—
\'^he export of revolution—with reference to

Cuba. Premier Castro denies that he is ex-

porting revolution. The Soviets deny they are

exporting revolution. Premier Castro this

ireek in Havana was saying this. Do you feel

that the Soviet Union and Cuba are attempt-

ing to export, if not revolution, at least their

system in the Angola matter?

Secretary Kissinger: I do not care what
label you give it. There are 12,000 Cuban
troops and hundreds of millions of dollars of

Soviet equipment in a situation that, had it

been left alone, would have led to some

African solution of a coalition of all of the

factions in which over a period of time one

or the other might have prevailed, but in a

local context.

This is a pattern which, as one looks at

other parts of the world, would have the

gravest consequences for peace and stability,

and it is one which the United States treats

with indiff"erence only at the risk of buying

graver crises at higher cost later on.

Q. Well, if you had your "druthers," what
would you do vis-a-vis Cuba?

Secretary Kissinger: We stated our pref-

erences in December, when the situation, in

our judgment, was manageable and nego-

tiable. It did not get out of hand until our

domestic divisions deprived us of diplomatic

leverage.

What we will do in the future is not for

me to say right now, except that we cannot

leave the impression that we will be in-

different to a continuation of these eflforts.

And if we continue to speak about Angola
it is not because we have any illusions about

what is going on in Angola, but because we
want the American public to understand

—

we want other countries to understand—that

at least the executive branch understands

what the problem is and that it will exercise

its responsibilities in a democracy to try to

bring home to the public and to the Congress
what our future obligations may be.

Q. Mr. Secretary, there has been a pub-
lished account of the Pike committee report,

including dozens of charges against you,

ranging from the allegation that your policy

resulted in a ivillful massacre of Kurds, and
also that your practices of ivithholding in-

March 8, 1976
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formation on the SALT talks produced com-
ments by ijOK lohich are at variance ivith the

facts, which of course is a euphemism for

lying. Can you direct yourself specifically to

any of these charges so that we can run
through them?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, of course, it is

extremely difticult to reply to charges in a

leaked document. And I do not know what
version of the Pike committee report is now
being circulated.

The Pike committee report presents two
problems. One, the use of highly classified

information in violation of an agreement be-

tween the executive branch and the legisla-

tive branch. Secondly, the use of classified

information in a manner that is so distorted,

so geared to preconceived ideas, that the

total impact is to produce a malicious lie.

And therefore, even where documents in

themselves are correct, they are taken so

out of context and they are so fitted into a

preconceived pattern that we are facing here

a new version of McCarthyism.

Q. Mr. Secretary, may I ask a question? It

is indicative of the general interest that until

HOW no question has been asked aboid Latin
America. Why are you going to Latin

America? And in connection with the previ-

ous discussion on Angola and the role of

Cuban troops, are you going to take this up
and possibly propose putting Cuba back into

the hemispheric diplomatic doghouse?

Secretary Kissinger: The trip to Latin

America has been planned for a long time,

and it had to be postponed on a number of

occasions because overwhelming other events

occurred. It is designed to discuss primarily

hemispheric problems: the relationship of

Latin America to the United States; the

relationship of the Western Hemisphere in

which we are facing the problems of the

traditional hemispheric pattern in a world
of interdependence, in which the regional

concerns of some of the countries are now
competing with the interests in the develop-

ing world in general, and in which in Latin
America we deal with countries of similar

backgrounds, similar histories, but a differ-

ent economic development. So that how we
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manage this relationship is of very great

importance.

What is happening in Angola may or may
not come up. It is not the primary purpose of

my trip. I am not traveling through Latin

America in order to line up Latin Americans
on the Cuban problem.

It is clear that the evolution toward nor-

malization of relations with Cuba, which had
started last year and with which we had
been prepared to cooperate, has been inter-

rupted. But we are not going to Latin

America on a crusade against Cuba.

Q. Mr. Secretary, did the United States

eyicourage the Kurds to expect our support

and then suddenly doublecross them?

Secretary Kissinger: That is a total false-

hood. But it is impossible in these covert

operations to explain the truth without

creating even more difficulties. But the

charges that have been made are utterlj

irresponsible.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on the U.N. resolutiom

concerning Namibia, what would be the U.S

position if the military operations now ir

Angola extend through the frontier to Nami
bia and involve now South African troop;

against Cubans or against Angolans?

Secretary Kissinger: This is a problen

that we have not yet had to face. But I cai

only say we cannot look with equanimity t'

the sending of Cuban expeditionary force

around the world.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the West German Re
public and the United States have just con

eluded an international treaty on social seen

rity matters. Before this treaty was signeo

about 1 billion dollars' worth of insuranc

policies held by American citizens were can

celed by the West German Government
These people are notv in suspense. Cannot

some pressure be borne on the West Germai
Government to reinstitute them into theii

contractual rights?

Secretary Kissinger: At the risk of undea
mining public confidence, I do not kno'.

what you are talking about. [Laughter.] W
will look into this.

Department of State Bulletil



Q. Mr. Secretary, referring to your char-

derizatioii of the Pike committee leaks,

)idd you tell us to ivhat extent they ivill

ffect your conduct of the foreign policy of

lis country?

Secretary Kissinger: I believe that the

isuse of highly classified information in a

ndentious, misleading, and totally irrespon-

ble fashion must do damage to the foreign

)licy of the United States and has already

,)ne damage to the foreign policy of the

nited States. As far as my conduct of for-

«gn policy is concerned, the best I can do is

1 recommend what I believe to be in the na-

bnal interest, to defend it within the gov-

tnment and to the public as best as I can,

;id then let the democratic process and

Istory sort it out.

Q. Mr. Secretary, given the irreconcilable

iish between your enemies, those ivho attack

II. and your own determination to continue

jveign policy as you best see fit, at which

] int—a7id I hope you won't dismiss it again

,th a joke—at tvhich point does it become
i cessary for you to consider ivhether you
I effect should not step doivn in the interest

' American foreign policy?

\Secretary Kissinger: If I should conclude

I at it is in the interest of American for-

<fn policy, I would step down.

But what one also has to consider is

\ lether the style of public debate should be

1at any public figure can be destroyed by
13 most irresponsible and flagrant charges,

id that then the argument should be made
tat the effectiveness is affected because

t;ally irresponsible and essentially untrue
carges are made. That, too, has to be

\ ighed.

Q. Mr. Secretary, did you receive a gift

fym General Barzani [Gen. Midlah Mus-
t)ha Barzani, Kurdish leader'}, and if so

v.ere is it?

Secretary Kissinger: This is a question

—

Q. Folloiving up Mr. Marder's [Murrey
hrder, Washington Posf] question. He
eked you in generalities; I'm asking you for
r tails.

Secretary Kissinger: General Barzani sent

a gift to the White House which was never

in my possession, which I have never re-

ceived, which I never in any way dealt with,

which was kept in the White House in some

regular procedure. And I have never received

a gift either from General Barzani or a gift

I kept from any other foreign leader.

And I think it is a disgrace to believe,

and to imply, that the United States would

conduct foreign policy because of gifts that

senior officials may receive.

Q. Mr. Secretary, what is the status of the

negotiations with the Soviet Union on our

buying oil from them?

Secretary Kissinger: We are negotiating

the purchase of 10 million tons of oil a year,

which is about 3 percent of our total imports.

This involves a number of issues—price,

shipping rates, and related matters. There is

a particular interest in it because our ship-

ping is going to the Soviet Union anyway,

delivering grain, and could therefore be ad-

vantageously used on the return trip carry-

ing oil.

The negotiations are still in process. There

is an agreement that 10 million tons a year

will be available if we can agree on a price

that is advantageous to the United States

or surrounding benefits that will make this

competitive with other purchases.

Q. Don't you think the price is below ivhat

the OPEC countries are charging?

Secretary Kissinger: One has to look at

the overall package, including all the re-

lated matters, before one can make a judg-

ment whether it is a competitive deal.

Q. Mr. Secretary, at the initiative of the

Soviet Union, the press credentials of the

Radio Free Europe correspondents in Inns-

bruck were lifted by the International Olym-
pic Committee. I ivonder whether or not you
think that is a violation of the Helsinki

agreement?

Secretary Kissinger: I have not considered

this. But of course as you know we support

Radio Free Europe, and we have always

encouraged it.
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President Ford Announces Plans for Reorganization

of Intelligence Community

Folloiving is the opening statement from a

news conference held by President Ford on
February 17, together with the text of a mes-

sage transmitted to the Congress on Febru-

ary 18.

NEWS CONFERENCE OPENING STATEMENT,

FEBRUARY 17'

For over a year the nation has engaged in

exhaustive investigations into the activity

of the CIA and other intelligence units of

our government. Facts, hearsay, and closely

held secrets—all have been spread out on

the public record.

We have learned many lessons from this

experience, but we must not become obsessed

with the deeds of the past. We must act for

the future.

Tonight I am announcing plans for the

first majoi- reorganization of the intelligence

community since 1974.

First, I am establishing by Executive

order a new command structure for foreign

intelligence.- Henceforth, overall policy di-

rections for intelligence will rest in only one

place: the National Security Council, consist-

ing of the President, the Vice President, the

Secretary of State, and Secretary of Defense.

Management of intelligence will be conducted

by a single new committee. That committee
will be chaired by the Director of Central

Intelligence, George Bush. To monitor the

performance of our intelligence operations,

^ For the transcript of questions and answers which
followed, see Weekly Compilation of Presidential

Documents dated Feb. 23.

- For text of Executive Order 11905, signed Feb. 18,

see Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
dated Feb. 23.

I am creating a new, independent Oversight

Board to be made up of private citizen;

Former Ambassador Robert Murphy wi

chair the Board and two other distinguishe

citizens—Steve Ailes and Leo Cherne—wi

be the members. All of these units, the N£
tional Security Council, the Committee o

Foreign Intelligence, and the Oversigh

Board, will be responsible to me, so that th

President will continue to be ultimately ai

countable for our intelligence activities.

Second, to improve the performance of th

intelligence agencies and to restore publ

confidence in them, I am issuing a compn
hensive set of public guidelines which wi

serve as legally binding charters for our ii

telligence agencies. The charters will provir

stringent pi-otections for the rights of Ame
ican citizens. I will soon meet with congre

sional leaders to map out legislation to pr

vide judicial safeguards against electron

surveillance and mail openings. I will al;

support legislation that would prohibit a

tempts on the lives of foreign leaders

peacetime.

Third, tomorrow I will send to the Co'

gress special legislation to safeguard critic

intelligence secrets. This legislation wou
make it a crime for a government employ<

who has access to certain highly classifii

information to reveal that information ir

properly.

I have been guided by two imperative

As Americans we must not and will not tc

erate actions by our government which w
abridge the rights of our citizens. At tl

same time, we must maintain a strong ai

effective intelligence capability in the Uniti

States. I will not be a party to the dismani

ing of the CIA or other intelligence agencie

To be effective, our foreign policy must 1

I
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based upon a clear understanding of the

international environment. To operate with-

out adequate and timely intelligence infor-

mation will cripple our security in a world

that is still hostile to our freedoms.

Nor can we confine our intelligence to the

question of whether there will be an immi-

nent military attack. We also need informa-

tion about the world's economy, about politi-

cal and social trends, about food supply,

population growth, and certainly about

terrorism.

To protect our security diplomatically,

militarily, and economically, we must have

a comprehensive intelligence capability. The
United States is a peace-loving nation, and
our foreign policy is designed to lessen the

threat of war as well as aggression. In recent

years we have made substantial progress

toward that goal, in the Middle East, in

Europe, in Asia, and elsewhere throughout

the world.

Yet we also recognize that the best way
to secure the peace is to be fully prepared

to defend our interests. I believe fervently in

peace through strength. A central pillar of

our strength, is, of course, our armed forces.

But another great pillar must be our intelli-

gence community—the dedicated men and

j

women who gather vital information around
the world and carry out missions that ad-

vance our interests in the world.

The overriding task now is to rebuild the

confidence as well as the capability of our

intelligence sei'vices so that we can live

securely in peace and freedom.

|.

MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS, FEBRUARY 18

white House press release dated February 18

To the Congress of the United States:

By virtue of the authority vested in me by Article

11, Sections 2 and 3 of the Constitution, and other

provisions of law. I have today issued an Executive

3rder pertaining to the organization and control of

the United States foreign intelligence community.
Phis order establishes clear lines of accountability

for the Nation's foreign intelligence agencies. It sets

forth strict guidelines to control the activities of

these agencies and specifies as well those activities

in which they shall not engage.

In carrying out my Constitutional responsibilities

to manage and conduct foreign policy and provide

for the Nation's defense, I believe it essential to

have the best possible intelligence about the capa-

bilities, intentions and activities of governments and

other entities and individuals abroad. To this end.

the foreign intelligence agencies of the United States

play a vital role in collecting and analyzing informa-

tion related to the national defense and foreign

policy.

It is equally as important that the methods these

agencies employ to collect such information for the

legitimate needs of the government conform to the

standards set out in the Constitution to preserve and

respect the privacy and civil liberties of American

citizens.

The Executive Order I have issued today will in-

sure a proper balancing of these interests. It estab-

lishes government-wide direction for the foreign in-

telligence agencies and places responsibility and ac-

countability on individuals, not institutions.

I believe it will eliminate abuses and questionable

activities on the part of the foreign intelligence

agencies while at the same time permitting them

to get on with their vital work of gathering and

assessing information. It is also my hope that these

steps will help to restore public confidence in these

agencies and encourage our citizens to appreciate

the valuable contribution they make to our national

security.

Beyond the steps I have taken in the Executive

Order, I also believe there is a clear need for some

specific legislative actions. I am today submitting

to the Congress of the United States proposals which

will go far toward enhancing the protection of true

intelligence secrets as well as regularizing proce-

dures for intelligence collection in the United States.

My first proposal deals with the protection of in-

telligence sources and methods. The Director of Cen-

tral Intelligence is charged, under the National

Security Act of 1947, as amended, with protecting

intelligence sources and methods. The Act, however,

gives the Director no authorities commensurate with

this responsibility.

Therefore, I am proposing legislation to impose

criminal and civil sanctions on those who are author-

ized access to intelligence secrets and who willfully

and wrongfully reveal this information. This legisla-

tion is not an "Official Secrets Act", since it would

affect only those who improperly disclose .secrets, not

those to whom secrets are disclosed. Moreover, this

legislation could not be used to cover up abuses and

improprieties. It would in no way prevent people

from reporting questionable activities to appropriate

authorities in the Executive and Legislative Branches

of the government.

It is essential, however, that the irresponsible and

dangerous exposure of our Nation's intelligence

secrets be stopped. The American people have long

accepted the principles of confidentiality and secrecy

in many dealings—such as with doctors, lawyers and

the clergy. It makes absolutely no sense to deny this
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same protection to our intelligence secrets. Openness
is a hallmark of our democratic society, but the

American people have never believed that it was
necessary to reveal the secret war plans of the De-

partment of Defense, and I do not think they wish

to have true intelligence secrets revealed either.

I urge the adoption of this legislation with all pos-

sible speed.

Second, I support proposals that would clarify and

set statutory limits, where necessary, on the activi-

ties of the foreign intelligence agencies. In particu-

lar, I will support legislation making it a crime to

assassinate or attempt or conspire to assassinate a

foreign official in peacetime. Since it defines a crime,

legislation is necessary.

Third, I will meet with the appropriate leaders of

Congress to try to develop sound legislation to deal

with a critical problem involving personal privacy

—

electronic surveillance. Woi'king with Congressional

leaders and the Justice Department and other Execu-

tive agencies, we will seek to develop a procedure for

undertaking electronic surveillance for foreign in-

telligence purposes. It should create a special pro-

cedure for seeking a judicial warrant authorizing

the use of electronic surveillance in the United States

for foreign intelligence purposes.

I will also seek Congressional support for sound

legislation to expand judicial supei^vision of mail

openings. The law now permits the opening of United

States mail, under proper judicial safeguards, in the

conduct of criminal investigations. We need authority

to open mail under the limitations and safeguards

that now apply in order to obtain vitally needed

foreign intelligence infonnation.

This would require a showing that there is prob-

able cause to believe that the sender or recipient is

an agent of a foreign power who is engaged in spy-

ing, sabotage or terrorism. As is now the case in

criminal investigations, those seeking authority to

examine mail for foreign intelligence purposes will

have to convince a federal judge of the necessity to

do so and accept the limitations upon their authoriza-

tion to examine the mail provided in the order of the

court.

Fourth. I would like to share my views regarding
appropriate Congressional oversight of the foreign

intelligence agencies. It is clearly the business of

the Congress to organize itself to deal with these

matters. Certain principles, however, should be rec-

ognized by both the Executive and Legislative

Branches if this oversight is to be effective. I be-

lieve good Congressional oversight is essential so

that the Congress and the American people whom
you represent can be assured that the foreign in-

telligence agencies are adhering to the law in all of

their activities.

Congress should seek to centralize the responsi-

bility for oversight of the foreign intelligence com-

munity. The more committees and subcommittees

dealing with highly sensitive secrets, the greater the

risks of disclosure. I recommend that Congress estab-

lish a Joint Foreign Intelligence Oversight Commit-

tee. Consolidating Congressional oversight in one

committee will facilitate the efforts of the Admin-
istration to keep the Congress fully informed of

foreign intelligence activities.

It is essential that both the House and the Senate

establish firm rules to insure that foreign intelli-

gence secrets will not be improperly disclosed. There

must be established a clear process to safeguard

these secrets and effective measures to deal with un-

authorized disclosures.

Any foreign intelligence information transmitted

by the Executive Branch to the Oversight Committee,

under an injunction of secrecy, should not be uni-

laterally disclosed without my agreement. Respect

for the integrity of the Constitution requires adher-

ence to the principle that no individual member, nor

committee, nor single House of Congress can overrule

an act of the Executive. Unilateral publication of

classified information over the objection of the Presi-

dent, by one committee or one House of Congress,

not only violates the doctrine of separation of powers,

but also effectively overrules the actions of the other

House of Congress, and perhaps even the majority

of both Houses.

Finally, successful and effective Congressional over-

sight of the foreign intelligence agencies depends on

mutual trust between the Congress and Executive.

Each branch must recognize and respect the rights

and prerogatives of the other if anything is to be

achieved.

In this context, a Congressional requirement to

keep the Oversight Committee "fully" informed is

more desirable and workable as a practical matter

than formal requirements for notification of specific

activities to a large number of committees. Spe-

cifically. Section 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act,

which has resulted in over six separate committee

briefings, should be modified as recommended by the

Commission on the Organization of the Government
for the Conduct of Foreign Policy, and reporting

should be limited to the new Oversight Committee.
Both the Congress and the Executive Branch rec-

ognize the importance to this Nation of a strong

intelligence service. I believe it urgent that we take

the steps I have outlined above to insure that Amer-
ica not only has the best foreign intelligence service

in the world, but also the most unique—one which

operates in a manner fully consistent with the Con-

stitutional rights of our citizens.

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House, February 18, 1976.
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United States Economic Relations With Africa

Address by William E. Schaiifele, Jr.

Assistant Secretary for African Affairs '

Assistant Secretaries of State for African

Affairs customarily focus their maiden

speeches before the African-American

Chamber of Commerce on the state of our

economic relations with Africa even if, as in

my case, they are weak in that field. How-
ever, even I recognize that our primary long-

term interests in Africa are—and will un-

doubtedly remain—economic. We must not

let the present political problems in southern

Africa distort our perception of that reality.

Recent progress on the three major facets

of our economic relations with Africa

—

trade, investment, and development assist-

ance—is certainly encouraging. But prob-

lems still persist.

Our latest data indicate that 1975 was a

good year for U.S. trade relations with

Africa. Africa's share of U.S. trade con-

tinued to grow. During the first nine months
of 1975, the value of our exports to Africa

increased by 42 percent, but the value of

our imports grew by only 27 percent. On an

annual basis, this trend would result in a

$200 million reduction in our trade deficit

with Africa in 1975—the first such reduc-

tion since 1972, when our balance-of-pay-

ments deficits with Africa started.

As far as we can determine, this is not a

temporary phenomenon caused either by de-

pressed import demand within our own
economy or by increased exports of food or

other goods needed because of drought or

other disasters. We are particularly encour-

aged that the growth in our exports to

' Made before the African-American Chamber of

Commerce at New York, N.Y., on Feb. 18.

Africa last year was primarily in manufac-

tured goods. There was only a small increase

in U.S. exports of agricultural commodities

in the first nine months of 1975. Moreover,

the decrease in value of our coffee and cop-

per imports from Africa—due to supply dis-

ruptions and reduced market demand, re-

spectively—was more than offset by the

increased value of our imports of African

petroleum, diamonds, cocoa, manganese, and

aluminum. Although this is small solace for

African exporters of coffee and copper, on a

continental scale these facts lead us to con-

clude that the favorable shift in our trade

relations with Africa during 1975 may well

represent a sustainable trend.

We also welcome the fact that our growth

in exports was spread over most of our 17

principal trading partners in sub-Saharan

Africa. Seven countries (Nigeria, Zambia,

Ivory Coast, Tanzania, Gabon, Cameroon,

and Guinea) increased the value of their im-

ports from the United States by more than

50 percent. Five others (Zaire, Ghana,

Sudan, Liberia, and Ethiopia) registered

20-50 percent increases. These increases

cannot be explained merely as the result of

inflation. Clearly, there is growing demand
for U.S. exports in Africa, particularly from

the newly rich oil producers.

Unfortunately, there is a disturbing ob-

verse to our improved trade account. Except

for the oil producers, most of our principal

trading partners in sub-Saharan Africa are

under varying degrees of pressure in their

balance-of-payments accounts. Moreover,

commercial means for financing balance-of-

payments deficits cannot exceed prudent
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levels of risk assumption. For these reasons

the United States took a leading role in the

recently approved liberalization of IMF
[International Monetary Fund] compensa-

tory financing mechanisms. African coun-

tries should greatly benefit from this in-

creased borrowing power to sustain their

development eflforts. The new IMF Trust

Fund, in particular, can off"er substantial

concessional financing to the 26 sub-Saharan

African countries deemed by the United Na-
tions to be "most seriously affected" by the

recent increase in oil prices.

Pragmatic Approach to Commodity Problems

Our support of this liberalized IMF fi-

nancing reflects our recognition of the im-

portance of commodity earnings to develop-

ing countries which are significantly

dependent on raw material exports and the

problems that excessive price fluctuations

pose for their development.

African countries, however, share the con-

tention of their LDC [less developed coun-

try] brethren everywhere that they have

not received fair prices for their commodity
exports. They seek commodity arrangements

designed to raise commodity prices and to

prevent disastrous price declines such as

recently occurred with copper. Our response

to these demands is pragmatic. We seek

assured supplies at reasonable prices per-

mitting adequate investment in new produc-

tive capacity.

Our specific planned or proposed measures
in the commodity field include the following:

—We have proposed that the World Bank
Group, especially the International Finance

Corporation, take the lead in bringing to-

gether private and public capital as well as

technical, managerial, and financial exper-

tise to finance new minerals development.

—In the multilateral trade negotiations

we are seeking LDC commitments to pro-

vide us with nondiscriminatory access to

their raw materials.

—Because no one formula will apply to all

commodities, we propose the establishment

of producer-consumer forums for every key

commodity, including coffee, and will be dis-

cussing new arrangements for individual

commodities on a case-by-case basis.

—We participated in the recent cofi'ee

agreement negotiations and are now consid-

ering within the Administration whether or

not to sign.

—We will sign the new tin agreement, and

it will be submitted to the Senate for its

advice and consent.

—We do not propose to sign the new Inter-

national Cocoa Agreement in its present

form. We consider the Agreement to be

cumbersome, if not unworkable, in a number
of respects and have suggested that certain

of its provisions be renegotiated. We are

awaiting the reaction of other countries.

Clearly, U.S. relations with sub-Saharan

Africa during the next few years will be

significantly conditioned by our joint will-

ingness and ability to avoid ideological con-

frontations in seeking mutually acceptable

pragmatic solutions to commodity problems.

Investment Trends

Prospects for the investment aspect of

U.S. economic relations with sub-Sarahan

Africa are more uncertain. During the

decade ending in 1974, U.S. investment in

the region almost tripled, to just under $3

billion. Most of this increase occurred dur-

ing the eight-year period ending in 1972,

when our investment in black Africa grew

faster than in South Africa.

Investment growth leveled off in 1973 to

a greater degree in black Africa than in

South Africa. During 1974 the 25 percent

increase in U.S. investment in South Africa

was partially offset by a 15 percent reduc-

tion in U.S. investment in black Africa. This

reduction was entirely accounted for by a

$220 million decrease in U.S. direct invest-

ment in Nigeria as a result of the transfer

of equity in U.S. petroleum firms to the

Nigerian Government. Excluding this net

disinvestment in Nigeria, there was a small

increase of $26 million in U.S. investment

elsewhere in black Africa. As a consequence

of these developments. South Africa's share

(
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L)f U.S. direct investment in sub-Saharan

Africa increased from 38 percent in 1972,

to 47 percent in 1973, and to 56 percent in

1974.

It seems likely that the future trend in

the overall level of U.S. investment in black

Africa will reflect to a large extent what

happens in the extractive sector, which ac-

counts for over two-thirds of U.S. direct

investment in the region. There could be

additional U.S. disinvestment in this sector,

Ifor instance, as governments seek greater

direct participation. At the same time, U.S.

firms are exploring for petroleum and min-

erals in a number of African countries; and

new discoveries could lead to new U.S. in-

^'estment.

Investment in other sectors will probably

continue to expand. There is no indication,

lowever, that it could expand rapidly enough

)utside the extractive sector to reverse the

•ecent trend toward an increasing propor-

;ion of U.S. investment in South Africa

compared to black Africa. At present much
)f black Africa enjoys neither the market

lemand nor related infrastructure required

"or a substantial expansion in U.S. invest-

Tient in manufacturing.

We believe that African countries must
!xercise the political will to establish viable

•egional markets as their only hope for

eventual economic independence. Most Afri-

•an countries individually lack sufficiently

arge populations to justify manufacturing

slants of the minimum efficient size. In the

neantime, their development will depend on

ncreased trade relations with developed

;ountries to buy what they need and finance

vhat they buy.

If trade is the vehicle of development, the

;ransnational corporation can undoubtedly

3e its most efficient potential engine. As the

lational version of the corporation reduced

:he distortion arising from the separation

)f regional markets within the United States

it the end of the last century, so the inter-

national version offers the only proven
sffective means for reducing similar distor-

tions on a global basis. It is clear that the

creation in Africa of a more favorable en-

vironment for U.S. investment, particularly

in the extractive sector, can enlarge the

contribution U.S. investment can make to

African development.

Africans place great weight on technology

transfer and the training of their human
resources. The U.S. Government is actively

engaged in the transfer of publicly owned

technology to African countries and in the

training of African nationals through our

development assistance programs. Neverthe-

less, we see no way to respond fully to Afri-

can desires in the absence of a mutually

acceptable role for U.S. private investment.

The bulk of U.S. technology is the private

property of U.S. firms. These firms also

possess the pool of managerial talent re-

quired to apply corporate technology and to

train others in its use.

Development Assistance

It is appropriate to consider the develop-

ment assistance aspect of U.S. economic re-

lations with sub-Saharan Africa last. Income

from trade and investment is substantially

larger than aid receipts. Sub-Saharan African

export receipts from the United States now

reach almost $6 billion per year. New U.S.

investment, which plays an important role

in promoting sub-Saharan African exports,

now totals between $100 million and $200

million per year.

Compared to these combined trade and

investment receipts, U.S. bilateral AID
[Agency for International Development] and

Public Law 480 [Food for Peace] assistance

to the region is modest, averaging about

$250 million per year over the past three

fiscal years. To obtain a complete picture of

our concessional assistance to black Africa,

there should be added the approximately

one-third U.S. share of IDA [International

Development Association] credits. Our share

of such credits last year was about $140

million.

This comparison of commercial and con-

cessional dollar flows does not mean aid is

unimportant. To the contrary, concessional

assistance is urgently required by the poor-

est states in sub-Saharan Africa. These
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states generally lack the export potential to

finance their development through trade.

Sub-Saharan Africa contains 18 of the

world's 29 poorest states. They benefit from
the new congressional mandate that requires

our bilateral assistance to be concentrated

on the welfare of the poorest people in the

poorest countries. Thus, black Africa's share

of our assistance has been growing in recent

years, and we expect this trend to continue.

Furthermore, U.S. support of the Interna-

tional Fund for Agricultural Development,

a major proposal of the World Food Confer-

ence, demonstrates our willingness to seek

new multilateral approaches to African prob-

lems.

One development assistance problem has

increasingly concerned the African Bureau
in recent years. The congressional aid man-
date requires a global shift away from cap-

ital transfers for infrastructure. However,
compared with other parts of the developing

world, infrastructure deficiencies in Africa,

particularly in transportation, are relatively

more important and intimately related to

problems of rural development and trade

promotion. An abrupt deemphasis of aid for

infrastructure is not consistent with the

needs in this sector.

We perceive the issue to be one of insur-

ing that a critical gap is not created in de-

velopment assistance for sub-Saharan Af-

rica. In their own development plans and
priorities, African countries necessarily give

a very high priority to remedying their

infrastructure deficiencies. Unless we—that

is, the United States and other donor coun-

tries—can find an appropriate response to

Africa's infrastructure needs, especially as

they relate to agriculture, we are risking

failure in efi'orts in development in other

sectors.

In general we believe multilateral solu-

tions may be the most promising approach,

given the huge costs involved in transporta-

tion infrastructure. Our proposed member-
ship in the African Development Fund, the

soft-loan affiliate of the African Develop-

ment Bank, constitutes one integral element
in this strategy. The House has already

approved legislation authorizing a $25 mil-

lion U.S. contribution to the Fund, and w(

expect the Senate to follow suit shortly. Wi

will then seek appropriation authority fo:

membership during the current fiscal year

I urge you to support our efforts in the Con

gress in this regard.

Role of Government and Business

In conclusion, increased trade in both di

rections is the core reality of the growin;

interdependence between the United State

and Africa. We believe that increased in

vestment is a prerequisite to increased ani

more diversified trade relations. Trade am
investment are essentially your business

We in government must strive to translat

the trade goals we share with the African

into mutually acceptable means to achiev

them.

In this regard, we are pleased to note tha

Nigeria is recovering from an attempte

coup in a fashion which demonstrates th

viability of Nigerian institutions. The Unite

States continues to attach great importanc

to strengthening relations with this impoi

tant country and does not intend to allc

the attempted coup to affect our policies c

attitudes toward Nigeria.

The Overseas Private Investment Corpr

ration is also actively encouraging inves

ment in black Africa, particularly in tic

countries which have defined a role for pr

vate investment in their development pro

ess and those where basic infrastructure

in place. OPIC is taking a group of 15-^

U.S. executives to four West African ecu:

tries—Cameroon, Nigeria, Ghana, and Ivoi

Coast—in late March to survey firsthand ii

vestment opportunities in the area. Tl

group will be composed of executives fro

agribusiness, textiles, forestry, and ligl

manufacturing companies, plus a few mil

erals companies new to West Africa. Th
will be a first for OPIC in Africa and su]

plements OPIC's traditional project finan

ing and insurance activities.

Development assistance, which is essei

tially government's business, clearly has a

essential supporting role to play in the;

efforts. Business and government workir
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together must insure that sufficient develop-

ment assistance is made available in the

form required to render our growing eco-

nomic interdependence mutually beneficial to

both the United States and Africa.

I am convinced of Africa's growing impor-

tance to American commercial interests.

Therefore I urge you to redouble your efforts

to expand American commerce with that

vast continent. The reciprocal advantage

which both Americans and Africans can de-

rive from it will assuredly help provide a

firm basis for the friendly relations we seek

there.

U.S. Makes $188 Million Pledge

to World Food Program for 1977-78

I Following is a statement made in the 1976

pledging conference of the U.N.-Food and

Agriculture Organization World Food Pro-

gram (WFP) at U.N. Headquarters on

February i by U.S. Representative Richard

E. Bell, ivho is Assistant Secretary of Agri-

cnltvre for International Affairs and Com-
modity Programs.

USUN press release 16 dated Februai-y 4

As nations today make their pledges to

the World Food Program, we launch the

15th year of service under its auspices. In

those years we have witnessed unparalleled

growth in world agricultural trade. Increases

in production and trade must continue as

world population rises to new levels and as

economic growth generates increases in per

capita consumption.

Events of the past two years have done

much to focus world attention on the need

to expand production. With recognition of

the fact that long-range solutions to the

problem of feeding a growing world must be

faced on a global level, a first positive step

has now been taken which may correct the

imbalance in production between developing

and developed nations. A new emphasis is

being given to the development of a world

food strategy, and we are hopeful that all

nations will effectively support this effort.

The World Food Program, with its record

in providing multilateral food assistance,

has been given new responsibilities as a re-

sult of the World Food Conference in Rome
in 1974. The program's Intergovernmental

Committee has been reconstituted as the

Committee on Food Aid Policies and Pro-

grams and now will assume greater respon-

sibilities in dealing with critical world food

needs. To assure that the WFP can ac-

complish this task, it has a 1977-78 bien-

nium resource target of $750 million, a large

increase over the 1975-76 pledge target.

When this target is achieved, more than $2.5

billion will have been committed for the

program's use since the beginning.

The decision to increase substantially the

World Food Program's biennium resource

target for the 1977-78 period challenges the

program itself to make even greater efforts

to insure that these resources are used in the

most efficient way. We would therefore en-

courage every effort to impi-ove the manage-

ment of the program's projects. We greatly

appreciate the work done so far in evaluating

these projects; such evaluations help both

the World Food Progi-am managers and the

donor countries. We would like to see the

program continue and strengthen these

evaluations. These, plus other reports from

the program, are necessary if donors are to

react constructively in helping to improve

the program.

Our current food assistance program

places great stress on the need to help the

neediest people in the poorest countries.

These people, often in hard-to-reach rural

areas, are the ones most likely to be left

out of the development process. We suggest

that the World Food Program as well might

focus greater attention on the most needy.

While we realize that these groups are the

most difficult to reach, this fact must not

deter us.

We recognize that there is a role for WFP
to play in emergencies, but we think the

bulk of emergency assistance will still need

to be handled on a government-to-govern-

ment basis. Too great a focus on emergency

aid in WFP could detract from the program's
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ability to favorably influence economic de-

velopment through sound, well-conceived

projects which are a part of the overall

development aims of recipient nations.

The pledges today, then, must support

our willingness to accept this challenge. The
level of the 1977-78 biennium pledging tar-

get has increased significantly; and all na-

tions, both traditional donors and new
donors, must respond if this eff"ort is to

prove successful.

The United States today makes just such

a pledge. For the 1977-78 biennium, the

United States pledges commodities, shipping

services, and cash totaling $188 million

toward the $750 million pledge target for the

1977-78 period. This pledge includes $155
million in commodities.

The United States also will provide ship-

ping services to transport one-half of the

commodities provided by the United States

to the World Food Program. The value of

such services is presently estimated at $30
million for the 155 million dollars' worth of

commodities. The United States also will

contribute $3 million in cash, which may be

utilized, together with cash pledges of other

nations, to provide services and administra-

tive direction of the program's 1977-78 bi-

ennium. This pledge is subject to congres-

sional appropriation and to the condition

that the U.S. contribution cannot exceed

approximately 25 percent of the total contri-

butions of all governments.

For planning purposes, the World Food
Program may assume that the kinds of

commodities provided by the United States

will likely be essentially the same as those

being provided for the 1975-76 biennium.

The kinds and quantities of commodities to

be supplied are to be worked out with the

Executive Director of the World Food Pro-

gram on the basis of requirements and avail-

abilities at the time the commodities are

needed and in accordance with the applicable

U.S. laws and regulations. The pledge will

be subject to the availability of funds and
commodities.

We are looking forward to continued co-

operation with other participating nations

as the World Food Program implements the
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objectives of meeting basic food require

ments. The support of the United State.--

like that of other contributing nations, cor

sists of more than commodities, services, an

cash provided. It also includes a commit

ment to the basic objective of the prograr

—to provide food aid for economic and socigi

development.

This effort cannot be undertaken by on

nation or by a small group of nations. Thi

must truly be a multilateral effort. Th
interdependence of nations also must mea
a joint sharing of responsibilities. Once i

may have been an act of generosity to mak
a pledge to the World Food Program ; toda

a nation's pledge of assistance signals tha

it takes seriously its responsibilities as

member of the family of nations.
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icretary Kissinger Urges Approval of Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act

statement by Secretary Kissinger^

I am pleased to have this opportunity to

tstify on behalf of the Department of State

jj support of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance

n of 1975.

Since its creation in 1946, the Joint Com-
rttee on Atomic Energy has played a

uique and highly constructive role not only

the establishment of nuclear power as a

njor, viable energy source but also in en-

a ing the United States to provide leader-

p in international nuclear cooperation

uier effective guarantees and safeguards.

J late Resolution 221, which you cospon-

ed, Mr. Chairman [Senator John 0. Pas-

l e], calling for further strengthening of

s eguards and other measures against pro-

liiration, is a timely and important addition

1 3ur nonproliferation policy. The legislation

y I are considering now can be another

n estone in the development of our peaceful

n;lear program.

The Department of State attaches the

h hest importance to the earliest possible

psage of this measure which will enable

tl United States to reassert its traditional

hiership in international nuclear coopera-

tii.

''rom our foreign policy standpoint, nu-

ir cooperation obtains a number of impor-
Ci t benefits to the United States, the most
s)nificant of which are:

Made before the Joint Committee on Atomic
E rgy on Feb. 6 (text from press release 53). The
cc plete transcript of the hearings will be published
o:the committee and will be available from the
S'erintendent of Documents. U.S. Government
P iting Office, Washington, D.C. 20520.

—Strong support to our efforts to stem
further proliferation of nuclear weapons

and other military uses of the atom.

—Relieving the pressures on both our-

selves and our partners abroad for increas-

ing dependence on imported oil.

—Contributing to the economy of the

United States and strengthening our bal-

ance-of-trade position.

In this nuclear cooperation, the ability of

the United States to supply uranium enrich-

ment services for power reactor programs
abroad—as well as for itself—on a depend-

able long-term basis is, I believe, the key in-

gredient. The proposed Nuclear Fuel Assur-

ance Act will fill an indispensable role in

pursuit of our foreign policy objectives by
maintaining the United States in its long-

standing position as the world's foremost

supplier of such enrichment services.

Our policy of sharing the peaceful bene-

fits of nuclear energy with others has been

the key factor in the development of an un-

precedented network of international agree-

ments, arrangements, and institutions which
have, to an encouraging degree, enabled us

to avoid the unrestrained proliferation of

nuclear weapons. Because of our position of

leadership, other key international suppliers

of nuclear equipment and material have
been influenced to follow the U.S. example
and require peaceful-use guarantees and
safeguards on their exports. Since the tech-

nology available from these suppliers is the

most highly advanced, nations embarking
on nuclear power programs have generally
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been willing to accept such safeguards and

controls as an adjunct to obtaining this

technology, rather than developing indig-

enous programs which would not be subject

to safeguards.

It is not an overstatement that effective

application of this policy, including our bi-

lateral cooperative arrangements, the crea-

tion of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, the development and acceptance of

international safeguards, and the widespread

adoption of the Nonproliferation Treaty
have all been made easier by our capability

and willingness to furnish uranium-enriching

services along with other elements essential

to peaceful nuclear development.

In foreign policy terms, however, the bene-

fits of U.S. nuclear cooperation, in which our
enrichment supply capability has been the

key ingredient, go beyond even the crucial

issue of advancing our nonproliferation ob-

jectives. I have already noted the importance
of nuclear power to fulfilling our own energy
needs, as well as those of our partners. We
are fortunate that nuclear power has become
a reality as an alternative energy source at

this time, when not merely our economic
well-being but our very independence of

judgment and action are threatened by an
excessive and growing dependence on im-

ported energy sources whose availability and
price are not within our control. In the near
term, there are limited options available to

avoid further dependence on imported oil,

and nuclear power will have to play a vital

role if we are to avoid having U.S. policies

subject to intolerable outside pressures.

I want to stress that these additional bene-

fits are secured not at the expense of, but in

parallel with, the primary objective of ad-

vancing our nonproliferation policy. We do
not trade off our nonproliferation goals to

advance other political or economic objec-

tives, and there is no inconsistency between
the two.

Just as nuclear energy is important to us,

so it is to our partners abroad, whose well-

being is closely tied to our own and who often
draw for their essential energy needs on the
same limited resources as do we. Out of the
energy crisis has emerged an enhanced

understanding of the benefits—in fact, t

absolute necessity—of interdependence if

are to avoid the stultifying effects of d

tated prices and insecurity of energy suppi

on our economic health and our politi
i

well-being.

One of the outcomes of this understand:';

has been the formation of the Internatio 1

Energy Agency (lEA). By 1985, the me-

bers of this group are expected to be obta-

ing about 400,000 megawatts of their vil

power needs fi'om nuclear power sourc.

In seeking alternatives to ever-expand
{

dependence on imported oil, expanded usef

nuclear power is a major element of ;

lEA's strategy. But this plan will be viae

only if adequate supplies of nuclear fuel (

i

be made available. Thus the United Stas

is serving its own interests by creating i

framework which will enable it to return j

the international enrichment services m -

ket, offering such services abroad under c( -

parable terms and conditions to those av •

able to domestic customers.

Today, unfortunately, our ability to •

fluence worldwide nuclear development q

directions favorable to our own interest; s

being gravely limited by our inability to -

sure the supply of enrichment services r

additional nuclear projects abroad.

We should not underestimate the impl ,-

tions of this fact. The image of the most 1-

vanced industrial power in the world, wl h

was responsible for the very developmen f

nuclear energy, no longer able to meet s

own or other nations' future enrichn .t

needs is hardly calculated to generate (
i-

fidence in our economic strength, our po !

cal resolve, or our decisionmaking proc

es.

Beyond this, our current inability to
]

vide enrichment services has prevented is

from consolidating our early leadershifiR

this market, which can contribute sig i-

cantly to our economic health and strengt n

our balance-of-trade position, while sen g

to advance our nonproliferation objecti s.

U.S. foreign exchange revenues to date f ti

the sale of enriched uranium and enrichn it

services have reached $1.1 billion, and o r-

seas contracts now in force are expecteco

t
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giierate revenues in the order of $17.6 bil-

|;n over their Hfetime, at present price

I'els.

The economic benefits of our uranium

, licl^ment supply arrangements are not

itined to these contractual revenues alone,

ice our ability to provide nuclear fuel is

al to the sale of U.S. reactors and related

mIs and services abroad. To date, such

OS are estimated to have brought us reve-

es of over $2 billion. Over the next two

a-i a half decades, these sales could—if we

t? able to take advantage of the oppor-

fctiities presented—total $140 billion. In the

pj)cess, thousands of jobs to support these

BJjrseas sales will be created and maintained.

rhe implications of this for our economic

i^ll-being in an increasingly competitive

nld are enormous. But these expectations

. threatened unless U.S. reactor vendors

a in a position to assure a long-term supply

enrichment services for the plants which

y are seeking to sell.

"he characteristics of the enrichment serv-

industry do not allow mistakes to be

ily reversed or lost opportunities to be

ily recovered. The enormous investment

I nuclear reactors themselves, as well as

: enrichment facilities, dictates the use of

leg-term contracts which create both an

aiured supply for reactor operators and an

a;ured market for the enrichment plant

Oirator. Thus, opportunities not initially

aiiired are lost forever.

Jntil a few years ago, the United States

w ; essentially the world's only supplier of

eiiched uranium for nuclear power reactor

fil. Today, the U.S.S.R. is actively in the

IT 'ket, a British-Dutch-German group,

another group headed by the French are

. structing commercial-scale enrichment fa-

oi;ies, and major programs which could lead
' uch facilities are underway in as many as

ee or more other nations.

'here is no question that these develop-

its, while responsive in part to national-

:• motivations and a desire by enrichment
IS to diversify their sources of supply,

(i: e been spurred by uncertainty over the

acquacy and availability of supply from the

U.ted States. Their scale and rate of
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growth will therefore respond in the future

to uranium enrichment developments in the

United States. Failure to bring new U.S.

enrichment plants into being on a timely

basis would do significant damage to our

nonproliferation objectives by giving further

impetus to alternative sources of enrichment

supply and forcing customers to turn away

from the United States.

I have concentrated so far on the need to

expand our enrichment capacity at a rate

which will insure that future capacity keeps

up with domestic and foreign demand. This

is the fundamental objective of the proposed

Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act and is of over-

riding importance both to our domestic and

international goals. I should like to turn now
to several additional features of the proposed

program which are of direct international

significance.

The proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act

is far more than a plan for the next incre-

ments of uranium enrichment capacity in

the United States, important as that aspect

is. Like other landmark U.S. legislation in

the nuclear field, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance

Act involves a policy decision which is essen-

tial to the future growth and development

of the nuclear industry. That decision is

that uranium enrichment, like every other

activity of the civil nuclear industry—with

exception of radioactive waste management
—and in keeping with the fundamental na-

ture of our economy, should henceforth be

undertaken in the United States by private

industry. While this decision may appear to

involve fundamentally domestic considera-

tions, it has important implications for our

international nuclear cooperation as well.

Under our private enterprise system, ca-

pacity expansion in response to increased

demands normally is provided with few
transitional problems, given adequate eco-

nomic incentives. This capability to respond

to growing needs without resort to our com-
plex governmental procedures can serve our

foreign policy—including nonproliferation

objectives—as well as our domestic interests.

Knowledgeable private and governmental

authorities responsible for nuclear power de-

velopments abroad are well aware that in the
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United States the continuity needed to assure

that the requirements of an expanding mar-

ket are met is best provided by industry

rather than by government. I am convinced,

therefore, that the earhest possible estab-

lishment of a private enrichment industry

will greatly enhance the credibility of the

United States as a reliable source of enrich-

ment. Based on the current state of our

technical and economic knowledge and the

schedule on which new enrichment demands
must be filled, this will require commerciali-

zation of both the gaseous diffusion and

centrifuge processes. The Nuclear Fuel As-

surance Act will serve this pui-pose.

Another key feature of the proposed legis-

lation is the governmental guarantees and

assurances to insure the early and success-

ful launching of a viable private enrichment

industry. This factor should rapidly rebuild

confidence on the part of both foreign and

domestic users of enrichment services in the

reliability of the United States as a nuclear

fuel supplier.

From this standpoint, the most important

aspects of the proposed legislation are those

enabling the government to supply and war-

rant its technology and to assume the assets

and liabilities of the private venture should

it be threatened with failure. These features,

coupled with the President's pledge that

orders placed with a private entity will be

filled as the services are needed, are neces-

sary to instill that confidence.

A third important feature is that foreign

investment is not precluded for either the

gaseous diffusion or centrifuge enrichment
facilities whose construction the act will

bring about. Aside from the importance of

such investment in facilitating the successful

execution of any of the uranium enrichment

projects under consideration, we consider it

important to encourage foreign investment

in private U.S. uranium enrichment facilities

within the limits, of course, defined by the

Atomic Energy Act. We plan to reasonably

limit foreign investment and access to en-

richment services both on an individual na-

tion and overall participation basis. To dis-

courage or exclude foreign participation

would be inconsistent with our tradition

support for freedom of investment oppc

tunities and with the necessity for inte

dependence in meeting the challenges of t

energy crisis. There can be no more effect!

assurance both of the reliability of our su

ply undertakings and their international i\

ceptability than the existence of a healtli

level of foreign investment in U.S. uraniuij

enrichment facilities.

In connection with at least one of the cc

templated projects—the UEA [Uranii

Enrichment Associates] gaseous diffusi

plant—foreign investment is expected to

an essential ingredient in enabling the pn

ect to go forward. Several countries ha

indicated an interest in participation in tl

undertaking. Their final decision will depe

on a number of complex issues, including <

pected requirements for enrichment servic

available financial resources, and the attn

tiveness of alternative means of meeti

these needs. This committee can exert a po

five influence on these deliberations by i

pressing at the eai'liest possible date suppi

;

for the program as a whole, includi ; I

the element of foreign investment in 1 1 ,

projected enterprises.

I should like to emphasize that the qii

tion of foreign investment in any U.S. •

richment facilities under the Nuclear F I

Assurance Act is a separate issue from '.

transfer of sensitive enrichment technolo .

The act authorizes no such transfer, ; I

foreign participation will take place with t

any governmental commitment whatsoe f

for the transfer of enrichment technolo .

Access to U.S. enrichment technology by r

partners abroad may, under certain carefi '

controlled circumstances, serve U.S. fore i

policy interests, but any proposals tow i

this end would be dealt with as a separ i

issue which would be subject to congi -

sional review.

Similarly, the establishment of a priv e

enrichment industry in the United Sts s

will have no adverse effect on existing T I.

policies and programs designed to avoid p ,

liferation. Appropriate agreements for <•

operation would continue to be required i'
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transfers of the uranium-enriching services

abroad, and all of the normal guarantees and
safeguards controls would be applied to such

transfers. Given the benefit to U.S. nonpro-

liferation objectives discussed previously,

mr national security will be enhanced,

rather than endangered, by the earliest pos-

sible passage and implementation of the

>Tuclear Fuel Assurance Act.

In proposing this legislation [on June 26,

1975], President Ford described the nation

IS at a crossroads. The Congress and this

•ommittee have shown strong leadership in

:he past in support of the development of a

.trong, competitive private nuclear industry

apable of asserting America's nuclear leader-

;hip throughout the world. The challenge

oday—in the face of an energy crisis that

yill remain with us for the indefinite future

—is greater than ever. I urge the committee
continue its leadership by giving prompt

pproval to the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act.

econd Progress Report on Cyprus

ubmitted to the Congress

lessage From President Ford '

'o the Congress of the United States:

Pursuant to Public Law 94-104, I am
ubmitting the second report on the prog-

ess of Cyprus negotiations and the efforts

lis Administration is making to help find a

isting settlement. In my first report, on

•ecember 8, 1975, I outlined the Adminis-
•ation's policy toward the complex Cyprus
roblem, and indicated in detail the major
ffort we have made to encourage a resump-
on of the Cyprus negotiations between the

reek and Turkish Cypi'iot communities.

In that report, I also stated that Secretary

•issinger planned to place special emphasis
n Cyprus during his meetings with the

reek and Turkish Foreign Ministers at the

'Transmitted on Feb. 5 (text from White House
ress release).

NATO Ministerial meetings in Brussels in

December. He did this, and in the course of

these meetings, he found a desire on the part

of both sides to move forward. Indeed, the

constructive spirit which characterized those

discussions was translated on December 12

into an agreement by the Foreign Ministers

of Gi-eece and Turkey to seek the prompt re-

sumption of the intercommunal talks. Acting

on instructions from their governments, the

Greek and Turkish permanent repi-esenta-

tives to the U.N. thereupon called on Secre-

tary General Waldheim to begin a discussion

aimed at resolving questions relative to the

timing, venue, and content of intercommunal

talks. Subsequently, discussions between

United Nations oflScials and the two Cypriot

communities were initiated, and have been

sustained over the past month. The task of

resolving the existing differences was not an

easy one, but the efforts of the Secretary

General have resulted in the parties in-

dicating their agreement to a resumption

of the intercommunal talks in Vienna on

February 17.

Throughout December and January the

United States has urged upon all the parties

the earliest possible resumption of Cyprus
negotiations. We have been joined in this

effort by our European allies. Major assist-

ance was also provided by Chairman Morgan
and membei's of the House Committee on

International Relations who visited Athens
and Ankara in mid-January. On January 23

in Brussels Secretary Kissinger again saw
the Turkish Foreign Minister who confirmed

Turkey's support for the resumption of the

intercommunal talks.

The decision to resume the intercommunal
negotiations is encouraging, and there have

been other positive developments during the

past sixty days. The Turkish government
announced on January 31 that during the

first week in February an additional 2,000

Turkish troops will be withdrawn from
Cyprus, thus bi-inging Turkish troop pres-

ence down approximately 12,000 since mid-

1974 to a figure below 30,000. Meanwhile,
Greece and Turkey have begun a process of

reconciliation.
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Meetings have been organized at various

levels in December and January to discuss

outstanding Greco-Turkish bilateral differ-

ences, including the problems of air space

and of resource development in the Aegean.

An improved climate between Greece and

Turkey will surely have a beneficial effect on

the Cyprus question.

Developments in December and January

have convinced us that the process of bring-

ing a lasting and just solution to the island

of Cyprus is moving in the right direction,

though the pace has been slower than any

of us desire. The knowledge that thousands

of refugees are enduring a second winter in

temporary shelters is reason enough to move
faster—and try harder. This we intend to do.

I believe it important that the talks

which begin later this month provide the

basis for the development of a negotiating

atmosphere conducive to prompt considera-

tion of all the key issues. I intend to stress

this point in the weeks ahead. In this regai-d

I am looking forward to meeting with For-

eign Minister Caglayangil of Turkey on Feb-

ruary 11. His visit to Washington will pro-

vide us with a timely opportunity to review

bilateral issues as well as the Cyprus
question.

I know that during the recent Congres-

sional recess, members of both Houses vis-

ited the Eastern Mediterranean, and came
away with a greater appreciation of the

complexities of the Cyprus situation and the

attitudes and concerns of all the parties. At
the same time, these legislators were able

to convey our shared conviction that no more
time should be lost in the search for a

solution.

The action of the Congress on October 2,

easing restrictions on military shipments to

Turkey, has proved valuable in restoring

momentum toward a negotiated Cyprus set-

tlement. If we are to continue to play a key
role with the parties, the support and under-

standing of the Congress is essential. Con-
tinued cooperation between the Executive
Branch and the Congress on this critical

issue will serve the common quest to ensure

that the people of Cyprus can build a pros-

perous future in a secure and stable

environment. M

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House, February 5, 1976.

U.S.-Egypt Income Tax Convention

Transmitted to the Senate

Message From President Ford '

To the Senate of the United States:

I transmit herewith, for Senate advice and

consent to ratification, the Convention signed

at Washington on October 28, 1975, betweer

the Government of the United States of

America and the Government of the Aral

Republic of Egypt for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fisca

Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income.

There is no convention on this subjec

presently in force between the United States

and Egypt.

The Convention is similar in most essen

tial respects to other recent United State:

income tax treaties.

I also transmit, for the information of thi

Senate, the report of the Department o

State with respect to the Convention.

Conventions such as this one are an ini

portant element in promoting closer economi

cooperation between the United States an

other countries. I urge the Senate to ac

favorably on this Convention at an earl;

date and to give its advice and consent t

ratification.

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House, February ll, 1976.
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'Transmitted on Feb. 11 (text from White Rous)

press release); also printed as S. Ex. D, 94th Cong
2d sess., which includes the texts of the conventio)

and the report of the Department of State.
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(i^partment Discusses U.S. Relations With Canada

Statement by Richard D. Vine

Deputy Assistant Secretary for European Affairs '

am delighted to have the opportunity to

reiew with you today the current state of

\-Canadian relations. Considerable atten-

1 has been devoted to the relationship in

press in recent weeks, which has tended

t( focus, not surprisingly, on some of the

1 erences at issue between the two coun-

.1 would like to discuss these bilateral

) stions in order to clarify what is—and is—at issue and also to place these ques-

i 18 into the larger perspective of U.S.-

C ladian relations.

jecretary Kissinger, during his visit to

f>awa last October, agreed with the Cana-

!i Secretary of State for External Affairs

t "the special relationship" between the

tod States and Canada was probably

i\ d. On the other hand they quickly

a| eed that relations between our two coun-

ti s had to be characterized as unique. This

e: hange illustrates that, while it may be

iicult to define the relationship, both gov-

ei ments recognize that the unparalleled

ir irdependence between Canada and the

U ted States calls for close and coordinated

IT aagement of our affairs.

Canada and the United States probably

!r!rface and interact more extensively and
ir greater depth than any other two coun-

biis of the globe:

«Iade before the Subcommittee on International
P' tical and Military Affairs of the House Commit-
> on International Relations on Jan. 28. The com-

transcript of the hearings will be published by
c ummittee and will be available from the Super-

in ndent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing
-e, Washington, D.C. 20402.

—We are the world's greatest trading

partnership and each other's best customer,

in commerce now approaching $50 billion

annually.

—The United States is the primary

source of foreign investment for Canada and

the principal recipient of Canadian foreign

investment in return.

—The comings and goings across our

5,500-mile frontier now number more than

70 million crossings each year.

—There is a network of relationships

—

personal, family, business, financial, local,

state, law enforcement, interagency, formal

and informal—which affects virtually every

aspect of life in both countries.

This interaction is generally appreciated;

the degree to which it is carried out with

ready ease, good will, and full cooperation is

not. The areas where differences do arise

bilaterally are relatively few. They cause

concern, attract attention, and tend to ob-

scure the fundamental good health the rela-

tionship enjoys. As the United States deals

with the differences that arise, we must do

so in ways that preserve the healthy en-

vironment that generally surrounds them.

In international affairs as well as bilateral

relations, U.S. and Canadian action is gen-

erally complementary and coordination close.

Each country independently pursues its na-

tional interests as we deal with the global

political, security, and economic challenges

that confront us. Sometimes our priorities

and responsibilities differ, occasionally they

conflict ; but most often, given the similarity
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of our societies and of the values and goals

each of us is pursuing, our international in-

tei-ests are parallel, and the United States

finds in Canada an ally and friend whose ac-

tions reinforce our own to the advantage of

our mutual objectives.

Canada is one of the big seven industrial

democracies, a major trading nation, a lead-

ing donor of foreign assistance. With us, it

is a member of NATO [North Atlantic Treaty

Organization], the OECD [Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development],

and the International Energy Agency. It is

serving as the industrial-country cochair-

man in the Confei-ence on International Eco-

nomic Cooperation.

In all of these undertakings our major in-

terests are parallel and mutually reinforcing.

This is true as well in such vital areas as the

multilateral trade negotiations, nonprolifera-

tion efforts, and significant issues before the

United Nations. I cite this setting merely to

recall, without belaboring the point, that in

our international affairs as in our bilateral

relations, U.S. and Canadian interests tend

to coincide, our representatives work closely

together, and as each country pursues its

own objectives, the United States regularly

finds that Canadian activities support our

own to a significant degree. Here again, the

United States must keep this perspective in

mind as we approach the solution of specific

issues.

The U.S.-Canadian Defense Relationship

I would like to cite one ai-ea of significant

cooperation in more detail, for I think it will

be of particular interest to this subcommit-
tee. This is the U.S.-Canadian defense rela-

tionship, bilaterally and in NATO.
The year 1975 was a watershed for Cana-

dian defense policy; for the basic agreement
for North American air defense was sched-

uled to expire, and Canada carried out a

comprehensive defense structure review to

reassess its security priorities and the re-

sources, organization, and equipment needs
to achieve them. Canada is no less subject to

competing economic and political pressures

than is the United States, but by its defense

decisions in 1975 Canada in effect has

affirmed its continuing commitment to 1

critical role it plays in hemisphere defen

in multilateral security, and in keeping

peace in troubled areas.

In 1975 Canada renewed its bilate

agreement with the United States for jo

North American air defense for an additio

five-year period. As a result of its defe:

review, Canada decided to maintain

diminished its land and air forces assigi

to NATO and to modernize their equipme

it adopted a comprehensive long-range pj'

gram of military modernization involvg

substantial annual increases in equipmit

expenditures (including purchase of pa'ol

aircraft from the United States at a tdl

cost approaching $1 billion) as well as iil

annual growth in the defense budget foia

number of years to come ; and it renewed ;!i

forces in U.N. peacekeeping activities.

These decisions were taken at a time)f

severe budgetary restraint and reduced j /-

ernment expenditure in Canada. They re] ^•

sent a solid commitment to stand firm in te

free-world defense effort which is extren y

gratifying to the United States.

Improvement in Bilateral Relationship

With this background in mind, I wdd
like to focus on more recent development in

the bilateral relationship.

First, Ambassador Porter's supposed e-

marks in Ottawa a month ago created q te

a storm. It is, however, true that mud 3f

the press discussion was based on thing! le

did not say rather than remarks he mad( In

context, the only point the Ambassador iis

trying to make was that some Cana( in

measures to protect their economy or t ir

cultural identity were producing uneasiin

business and congressional circles in le

United States. Some reporters chose to ;iy

this as the American Ambassador asser ig

that U.S.-Canadian relations were deterioit-

ing. This was surely not what the Amba a^

dor intended, for in fact the reverse is tie.

Relations between the United States (id

Canadian Governments are very good inted

and have improved markedly over the st
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, LI or more, as has the ability of the two
iiitries to address the problems we share

uui effective and constructive manner.
iA immber of factors have contributed to

s change. First, excellent personal rela-

iis have developed between government
(If IS. This direction was set by President

1(1 and Prime Minister Trudeau when they

t ill December 1974. In that and subse-

iit meetings, they estabUshed a personal

)|i(irt to an extent which had not existed

s(ime time. They reviewed some of our

luing problems, like the then-existing re-

iDcal controls on meat imports, and di-

ti'd that these be resolved at the working

.els.

Hcretary Kissinger and the Canadian Sec-

ary of State for External Affairs, Allan

t cEachen, have also established a very

^e working relationship. The Secretary

^ had MacEachen down here and visited

awa himself in mid-October. The two go

of their way to see each other at inter-

i ional conferences. They met again in

ussels last Saturday [January 24].

Phis quickened pace of interchange has

n reflected throughout the government.

1975 the Secretary of the Treasury, the

letary of Defense, the FEA [Federal

ergy Administration] Administrator, the

'cial Trade Representative, and other sen-

officials visited Ottawa for consultations,

ile Canadian Finance Ministers Turner
I Macdonald, Minister of Commerce and
iustry Gillespie, Minister of Agriculture

lelan, and Environment Minister Sauve all

Ited Washington. This was in marked
itrast to the previous year, when high-

el contacts between our two governments
re at a low ebb.

The tone of the relationship has also im-

•ved as the result of changes in other

ces which had served to irritate relations.

r example, the import surcharge and de

to dollar devaluation imposed by the

ited States in August 1971 marked the

it time in recent history that there was
ther advance consultation with, nor a

K"ial exception for, the Canadians in such
major move. The U.S. action heightened

nadian concern at their perceived vulner-

ability to the United States, and it has taken

some time for this sensitivity to begin to

abate.

A separate, very positive factor has been

the end of the U.S. involvement in Viet-Nam,

which had alienated considerable Canadian

opinion.

Finally, the onset of a major recession in

both countries has served to remind Cana-

dians of the continued interdependence of

our economies; and although this common
threat could have led to beggar-thy-neighbor

reactions, in fact it reinforced bilateral

cooperation.

Progress on Agenda of Problems

Perhaps the most important consequence

of this improved atmosphere has been the

clear net improvement in the management
of the agenda of problems between us. In-

dependently and together, our two Secre-

taries of State have stressed the need for

open and frank consultation in advance of

any action by one country that might affect

the other. This joint commitment to seek

together ways in which the objectives of one

country can be met at the least cost to the

other is beginning to be implemented as we
deal with specific issues.

For example, after some initial problems

in communication, we have consulted closely

with Canada on its cutbacks of oil supplies

in the face of diminishing Canadian produc-

tion and rising Canadian demand.

One result is an agreement to facilitate

private oil-exchange arrangements to meet
the supply problems of northern-tier refiner-

ies. We have also received assurances from
the Canadians that should they need to phase

out natural gas exports, they will work
closely with us to mitigate the impacts in

the United States. They have also assured

us that every effort will be made to avoid gas

cutbacks during the current heating season.

The initialing yesterday of an ad refer-

endum agreement covering transit pipelines

for oil and gas, and the close consultations

we have maintained as each government con-

tinues to review alternatives for transmis-

sion of Arctic gas, illustrate the extent to
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which the two countries can continue to co-

operate closely even in areas where our

priorities and needs may differ or sometimes

conflict.

Other areas where consultation is Vjeing

actively pursued include:

—Joint studies of the long-term outlook in

the North American automobile industry in

light of changed circumstances such as en-

vironmental and energy considerations.

—An end to the exceptional controls in

both countries on meat exports after nearly

18 months, and a return to normal trade

patterns.

—After several years of poor communica-

tion, the recent initiation of bilateral con-

sultations on the border TV problem and on

alternative means of achieving Canadian

goals while reducing the adverse impact of

Canada's policy of deleting commercials from
cable transmissions of U.S. broadcasts.

In other problem areas as well we have

made considerable progress:

—The United States, after considerable

delay has moved towai'd completion of pollu-

tion control measures as agreed under the

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, vir-

tually removing that problem as a source of

friction.

—We have achieved joint agreement sub-

mitting the potential transboundary impacts

of the Garrison Diversion Project for con-

sideration and recommendations by the In-

ternational Joint Commission. This has mate-
rially improved the prospect of reaching a

mutually acceptable solution to this emo-
tionally charged issue.

—Many of the longstanding differences

between the United States and Canada on

law of the sea issues have been resolved or

narrowed and we are working increasingly

in terms of perceived common interests on
fisheries and law of the sea matters.

Areas of Concern

Despite these signs of progress, on the

other side of the ledger bilateral problems
remain which have not lent themselves to

easy solution.

One such is bill C-58, which is still und

discussion in the Canadian Parliament a

which will withdraw tax deductions fn

Canadian advertisers in foreign (i.e., U.i

publications published in Canada, in partis

lar Time magazine and Reader's Digest,

well as for advertisers on commercial U
radio and TV stations.

This is a sensitive issue In Canada sii

it goes to the question of heavy U.S. cultu

influence. Since the matter essentially

volves the nondiscriminatory application

internal revenue laws, we have no grour

for objection. The rather vague and see

ingly shifting administrative determinatio

of what might constitute the required Cai

dian content under this law caused soi

rancor, however, since this administrati

judgment, even more than the legislati

itself, could force the affected periodicals

cease doing business in Canada after a lo

history of publication there.

A separate area of concern involves leg

lation introduced by the Province of S;

katchewan in November which would ;

thorize the provincial government to pi

chase or expropriate some or all of the assi

of the potash-mining companies in the pn

ince. Six of these firms are American owm
Some 70 percent of all the potash process

into fertilizer for use in American agric

ture is supplied by Saskatchewan. The thn

of this expropriation and the possibility

cartel-like manipulation of potash expo

have caused considerable unease in 1

American business and agriculture comn
nities.

It was problems of this nature that A
bassador Porter had in mind in the remai

I mentioned earlier. While there are so;

difficult issues here, I am confident we v

be able to work out reasonable solutions w
the Canadians.

We must also recognize that similar

lateral issues will continue to arise betwe

our two countries. This is inevitable in

relationship as extensive as ours. The si

prising thing is that differences between

do not occur more, rather than less, fi

quently. There is widespread concern

Canada at the extent of U.S. ownership a

r -

I
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oiitrol of Canadian industry, even as the

lenefits which U.S. investment has brought

re recognized. There is also considerable

ireoccupation in Canada with the omnipres-

iice of U.S. books, periodicals, movies, and
'\' broadcasts—in a word, fear of U.S. cul-

iiral dominance. These two threats inter-

wine with many of our problems and often

aise prickly sensitivities.

The preoccupation with a distinct Cana-

ian identity and the fear of dominance by

,heir massive neighbor to the south is a

leality in present-day Canada which U.S.

olicy must take account of, just as Cana-

ian policy cannot be indifferent to the im-

act in the United States of the actions it

ikes to protect and promote Canadian eco-

omic and cultural objectives.

Of the many facets of our Canadian rela-

ons, the area most likely to give rise to

ilateral differences over the foreseeable

iture is this Canadian effort to promote
>cpanded economic and cultural autonomy.
,his is a legitimate national objective which

le United States can understand and sym-
ithize with. To the extent the process takes

j

ace without contravening international
' id bilateral commitments or discriminating

jainst U.S. interests, there is little basis

ir U.S. protest in any event. Nonetheless,

itional controls can rarely be expanded
ithout some impact, usually adverse, on

itablished interests in the areas of control.

The U.S. Government has a responsibility

I protect the American interests affected to

le extent possible and appropriate. We will

mtinue to encourage Canadians to view our
:tensive interdependence less as a threat
• encroachment than as a process which
is brought real benefits to both our na-

t)ns and which should continue to serve

)th countries well. We will continue to en-

•urage the regular process, which Canada
)pears to have come more and more to

:cept, of working closely together in an
fort to mitigate the adverse impact of na-

onal policies.

': The United States is no less committed
> this process than we would wish Canada
' be. In this spirit of consultation and ac-

immodation, I am confident the United

States and Canada will continue to be able

to manage the differences between our two

countries constructively and in a way that

enables the larger interests we share to

prosper.

TREATY INFORA^ATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Labor

Instrument for the amendment of the constitution

of the International Labor Organization. Done at

Montreal October 9, 1946. Entered into force April

20, 1948. TIAS 1868.

Admission to membership: Saudi Arabia, Janu-
ary 12, 1976.

Phonograms

Convention for the protection of producers of phono-
grams against unauthorized duplication of their

phonograms. Done at Geneva October 29, 1971.

Entered into force April 18, 1973; for the United
States March 10, 1974. TIAS 7808.

Notification from Woi-ld Intellectual Property
Organization that ratification deposited: Kenya,
January 21, 1976.

Telecommunications

International telecommunication convention with an-

nexes and protocols. Done at Malaga-Torremolinos
October 25. 1973. Entered into force January 1,

1975.'

Accessions deposited: Albania, January 5, 1976,
with reservations and declaration; Guinea-Bissau,
January 15, 1976.

Tin

Fifth international tin agreement, with annexes.
Done at Geneva June 21. 1975. Open for signature
at U.N. Headquarters from July 1, 1975. to April
30, 1976, inclusive. Enters into force definitively

as soon after June 30, 1976, as instruments of rati-

fication, approval, acceptance, or accession have
been deposited by governments representing at

least six producing countries holding together at
least 950 votes as set out in annex A and at least

nine consuming countries holding together at least

300 votes as set out in annex B.

' Not in force for the United States.
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Trade

Protocol for the accession of the People's Republic
of Bangladesh to the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade, with annex. Done at Geneva November
7, 1972. Entered into force December 16, 1972.

TIAS 7552.

Acceptance deposited: New Zealand, January 23,

1976.

Arrangement regarding international trade in tex-

tiles, with annexes. Done at Geneva December 20,

1973. Entered into force January 1, 1974, except
for article 2. paragraphs 2. 3, and 4, which entered
into force April 1, 1974. TIAS 7840.

Accession deposited: Thailand, February 4, 1976.

BILATERAL

Chile

Agreement relating to relief from double taxation on
earnings derived from the operation of aircraft.

Effected by exchange of notes at Santiago Decem-
ber 29 and 31, 1975. Entered into force January 30.

1976; effective January 1, 1975.

France

Agreement extending the agreement of May 7, 1973,

as amended and extended (TIAS 7617, 7815), re-

lating to travel group charter flights and advance
booking charter flights. Effected by exchange of

notes at Paris December 29 and 31, 1975. Entered
into force December 31, 1975.

PUBLICATIONS

GPO Sales Publications

Publications may he ordered by catalog or stock
nuinber from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
A 25-percent discount is made on orders for 100 or

more copies of any one publication mailed to the

same address. Remittances, payable to the Superin-
tendent of Documents, must accompany orders.

Prices shown below, which include domestic postage,
are subject to change.

Finance—Housing. Agreement with Portugal. TIAS
8095. 11 pp. 50^. (Cat. No. 89.10:8095).

Fisheries in the Western Region of the Middle At-
lantic Ocean. Agreement with the Polish People's Re-
public. TIAS 8099. 61 pp. 75<*. (Cat. No. 89.10:8099).

Privileges and Immunities. Agreement with the
Union, of Soviet Socialist Republics. TIAS 8115. 4

pp. 254. (Cat. No. 89.10:8115).

312

Aviation—Joint Financing of Certain Air Navigatic

Services in Iceland and in Greenland and the Fan
Islands. Agreement with Other Governments amen
ing the agreements done at Geneva September
1956, as amended. TIAS 8122. 3 pp. 25<f. (Cat. K
89.10:8122).

Checklist of Department of State

Press Releases: February 16—22

Press releases may be obtained from the
Oflice of Press Relations, Department of State,
Washington, D.C. 20520.

No. Date Subject

t66 2/16 Kissinger: arrival, Caracas.

t67 2/17 Kissinger: U.S.-Venezuelan Sym-
posium II.

*68 2/17 Shipping Coordinating Committee
(SCC), Subcommittee on Safety
of Life at Sea (SOLAS), work-
ing group on safety of naviga-
tion. Mar. 10.

*69 2/17 Willard A. De Pree sworn in as
Ambassador to Mozambique (bio-

graphic data).
*70 2/17 SCC, SOLAS, working group on

standards of training and watch-
keeping. Mar. 10.

*71 2/17 U.S. Advisory Commission on Inter-
national Educational and Cultural
Affairs, Mar. 15.

t72 2/18 Kissinger: news conference, Cara-
cas, Feb. 17.

t73 2/18 U.8.-Venezuela joint press release.
*74 2/18 Kissinger: departure, Caracas.
*75 2/18 U.S. and Greece terminate textile*

agreement.
^76 2/19 U.S.-Soviet fisheries talks begin

Feb. 17.

*77 2/19 Regional foreign policy conference,
Memphis, Tenn., Mar. 10.

*78 2/19 Anne L. Armstrong sworn in as»

Ambassador to the U.K. (biO'

graphic data).

t79 2/19 Kissinger: toast, Lima, Feb. 18.

t80 2/19 Kissinger: news conference, Lima.
*81 2/19 Kissinger: departure, Lima.
t82 2/19 Kissinger: toast, Brasilia.

83 2/19 Department to study role of scienc€(|

and technology in foreign affairs*
*84 2/19 Kissinger: arrival, Brasilia.

t85 2/20 International Coffee Agreement
1976.

*86 2/20 SCC, SOLAS, working group or

ship design and equipment
Mar. 17.

t87 2/21 U.S.-Brazil memorandum of under-
standing.

t88 2/21 Kissinger: remarks at signing cere-

mony.
t89 2/21 Kissinger: news conference, Bra-

silia.

t90 2/21 Sonnenfeldt: Bicentennial Confer-
ence on German-American Re-

lations, Eichholz, Federal Re-

public of Germany, Feb. 20.

*Not printed.

t Held for a later issue of the Bulletin.
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